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PORTABLE 
HOCKEY 
RINKS
Mobile skate rinks specialist. 
Known from the World Roller 
Games 2019.

CREATED BY

SKATEFACILITIES.COM
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A brand trusted by 
top institutes.

As a registered supplier of WORLD 
SKATE, the International Federation for 
All Roller Sports endorsed by the IOC, 
we offer skate facilities and collaborate 
on numerous initiatives. These projects 
include the World Roller Games in 
Barcelona, the World Skate Games in 
Argentina, and the World Games in 
Birmingham, USA.
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HOCKEY DESIGN AND PRODUCTION

SkateFacilities b.v. collaborates with global event coordinators to supply top-
tier inline and roller hockey rinks available in the industry.

Following intelligent design, exhaustive trials, and multiple refinements, we 
have launched our innovative portable "SUPER SET" hockey boards as part of 
the "next generation" skate facilities initiative. This construction is designed for 
swift and straightforward assembly and disassembly, with no need for floor 
anchoring or additional weights, and it is compactly packaged for efficient 
transport. We can accommodate two portable rinks, each 50m x 25m, inside 
one trailer or sea container for shipping.

SKATE FACILITIES
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PORTABLE & PERMANENT 
HOCKEY RINKS
FOR ANY EVENT OR VENUE
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SKATEFACILITIES 
HOCKEY RINKS BEST 
FEATURES

Robust construction essential 
for the high level of impact 
the boards have to withstand.

SOLIDNESS

SMALL PACKAGE
1 rink of 50m x 25m can 
be fitted in 16 m2 or a 
small truck or container.

SUPER FAST BUILD
A single rink can be 
assembled in just 3 hours.

MULTIPLE SIZES SET UP
The rink can be resized into 
any dimension by adding or 
taking out panels.

NO FLOOR CONNECTION
No extra weights or 
mounting it to the floor 
are needed.
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SOLIDNESS

The most critical aspect of a portable hockey rink is its 
durable construction, achieved without the need for 
extra weights such as concrete blocks or water bags or 
securing it to the ground. Our rigorous testing, precise 
calculations, detailed modeling, and vast experience 
have made it possible. We've developed a portable 
hockey board that is as stable and robust as a 
permanent fixture, yet it does not rely on added 
weights or ground anchors.

MOST IMORTANT FEATURE
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FAST BUILD

Time efficiency is critical. With venues frequently 
hosting back-to-back events, there isn't the luxury of 
spending days on construction or deconstruction. 
Skatefacilities' hockey boards are engineered for rapid 
assembly and disassembly, achievable in less than half 
a day. As a result, we can set up in the morning, 
enabling an afternoon match to proceed without 
delay.

TIME IS SHORT
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SMALL 
PACKAGE

Transport expenses are minimized through the use of 
smaller vehicles and quicker loading. The hockey rink 
occupies merely 16–20 m2 when stored and fits into a 
small truck, yielding significant savings on both 
transport and storage costs.

TRANSPORT AND STORAGE
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SET UP IN
ALL SIZES

This hockey rink stands out for its adaptability, capable of 
being assembled in any location and scaled to various 
dimensions. Individual panels, available in 2-meter or 1-
meter widths, can be removed from the enclosure without 
compromising stability. Configurations can range from a 
compact 10x10 meters to a spacious 25x50 meters.

50X25M OR ANY OTHER SIZE
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NO EXTRA 
WEIGHTS

Additional weights, such as concrete, water, or sand, 
are not required for reinforcing the construction to 
ensure it's stable and robust for the hockey players. 
The integrity of the construction is secured through 
our innovative design, which also minimizes the time 
needed for assembly and disassembly.

STRONG STABLE WITHOUT 
WEIGHTS
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GENERAL & TECHNICAL INFO

FROM 10,0MX10,0M TO 
50,0MX25,0M.

SIZE

L2.0MX0,06MX1,2M
PANEL SIZE

HDPE PLASTIC 10,0MM
POLYCARBONATE PLASTIC 10,0MM

PLASTIC LAYERS

BUILD 3,0 HOURS.
BREAK DOWN 1,5 HOURS.

BUILD AND BREAK DOWN

1 RINK TRUCK 8,0M
2 RINKS TRAILER 13,6M

TRANSPORT

1 RINK 20,0M2.
STORAGE PACKAGE 

GENERAL INFO

TUBULAR 40,0X40,0X2,0MM 
GALVANIZED STEEL FRAME.

FRAMEWORK

TECHNICAL INFO
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“We recently attended the World Roller Games in 
Barcelona and were impressed with the boards 
in use; we couldn't believe they were not fixed to 
the floor.”

“The opportunity to have such a solid structure 
without fixing it on the floor is one of the best 
characteristics of your product and the key to its 
success.”
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INTERESTED? 

WE SUPPLY SKATE
FACILITIES WORLDWIDE 

If you are interested in purchasing or renting a 
portable or permanent skate facility such as the 
Inline and Roller Hockey Board, give us a call or 
send an email.
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info@skatefacilities.com

Get in
touch �

De Entree 232
1101 EA Amsterdam
The Netherlands

ADDRESS:

+31 (0) 6 53407910PHONE:

E-MAIL:


